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KCRW-FM Santa Monica 
 
Programs & Issues for the fourth quarter of 2019 Oct. Nov. Dec. 
 
It has been determined that the following subjects are of concern to the community and 
have been considered and addressed substantially by elected officials, community 
leaders, expert witnesses and the general public, during the regular Santa Monica City 
Council meetings, which are broadcast live on Tuesdays, beginning at 8 p.m.  
Broadcasts last until midnight unless council adjourns before that time. 
 

1. Water, environment and energy 
2. Schools and education 
3. Affordable  housing  
4. Police and public safety 
5. Fire department training 
6. Development and historic preservation 
 

Santa Monica City Council meetings were broadcast on the following dates: 
 
Oct. 15, 2019 
Oct. 22, 2019 
Nov. 5, 2019 
Nov. 12, 2019 
Dec. 10, 2019 
Dec. 17, 2019 
 
Additionally, the following programs were produced and broadcast in the public interest:  
 
KCRW PROGRAMS/ISSUES LIST – 4th QUARTER 2019 OCT – NOV -- DEC  
 
ISSUE  DESCRIPTION OF PROGRAM   DATE/TIME DURATION 
 
Public health and safety 
Red flags are emerging about new study saying red meat isn't so bad, according to 
guest Dr. Nigel Brockton, VP of Research at the American Institute for Cancer.  
Press Play with Madeleine Brand -- Aired Tuesday, Oct. 1, 2019 (8:50) 
 
Environment 
Climate change is threatening the supply of avocados so scientists in Mexico and the 
U.S. have mapped the DNA of several popular varieties of avocados, include Hass. 
Eventually, they want to modify the genes of these avocados to help them better 
withstand the changing climate.  
Press Play with Madeleine Brand -- Aired Wednesday, Oct. 2, 2019 (6:36) 
 
Police and public safety 
 “The Joker,” starring Joaquin Phoenix, has been hailed as one of the best movies of 
the year, but in an era of frequent mass shootings, critics say the sympathetic Joker fits 
the profile of many mass shooters. Some theaters, including in LA, are also beefing 
security and telling fans they can’t wear any costumes.  
Press Play with Madeleine Brand -- Aired Thursday, Oct. 3, 2019 (8:40) 
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Environment 
In a recent study, scientists estimate that the North American bird population has 
dropped by roughly 29% since the 1970s, spurring headlines about the vanishing bird 
population, which is giving some ecologists pause.  
Press Play with Barbara Bogaev -- Aired Monday, Oct. 7, 2019 (6:28) 
 
Housing and affordable housing 
An audit of Proposition HHH -- the billion dollar bond that voters passed in 2016 to build 
new housing for the homeless -- found that not a single unit of HHH-funded housing has 
been completed and the median cost for a unit has skyrocketed to $531,000 
Press Play with Barbara Bogaev -- Aired Tuesday, Oct. 8, 2019 (7:03) 
 
Environment, public safety and energy 
More than 600,000 people in Northern California could find themselves without 
electricity starting Wednesday  because PG&E says it may preemptively cut power in 
the area due to fire risks.  
Press Play with Barbara Bogaev -- Aired Tuesday, Oct. 8, 2019 (8:58) 
 
Public health 
STD rates increased for the fifth year in a row in 2018, according to the CDC which 
attributes the rise to a few things: riskier sexual behavior due to the opioid crisis, people 
using condoms less and cuts to sexual health programs at the state and local levels.  
Press Play with Barbara Bogaev -- Aired Wednesday, Oct. 9, 2019 (7:06) 
 
Health care and public health 
In January, Gov. Gavin Newsom ordered all state departments to participate in a bulk 
purchasing program for prescription drugs. The goal was cost-savings for the 
government and cheaper drugs for people who need them. But, nonprofit health clinics 
and hospitals say they could lose millions of dollars per year under this plan.  
Press Play with Barbara Bogaev -- Aired Wednesday, Oct. 9, 2019 (8:00) 
 
Environment, public safety and energy 
Hundreds of thousands of people in Northern California are without electricity because 
PG&E has cut power weather in a move to help avoid sparking another wildfire. 
Residents are upset and concerned that PG&E isn’t investing in long-term grid security. 
Press Play with Barbara Bogaev -- Aired Thursday, Oct. 10, 2019 (7:07) 
 
Environment and wildfire 
Multiple fires are blazing across the state, including the Saddleridge moving fast in the 
San Fernando Valley where thousands of people were forced to flee their homes, and 
upwards of 4700 acres were burned.  
Press Play with Barbara Bogaev -- Aired Friday, Oct. 11, 2019 (10:55) 
 
Police, public safety and education 
The program reports on the tricky job of reporting politics and mass shootings to kids, 
with guest Andrea Delbanco, editor-in-chief of TIME for Kids.  
Press Play with Barbara Bogaev -- Aired Monday, Oct. 14, 2019 (10:14) 
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Environment 
Astrophysics professor Adam Frank suggests that we should reframe the climate 
change debate in a more positive light – rather than place blame, we should talk about 
climate change as a story of humanity’s evolutionary success.  
Press Play with Barbara Bogaev -- Aired Wednesday, Oct. 16, 2019 (10:14) 
 
Environment, wildfire and energy 
Guest Michael Wara is Senior Research Scholar at the Woods Institute for the 
Environment and Director of the Climate and Energy Policy Program at Stanford 
University. He talks about what utilities can learn from San Diego’s planned blackouts? 
Press Play with Barbara Bogaev -- Aired Friday, Oct. 18, 2019 (8:20) 
  
Health care and education 
Senators Elizabeth Warren and Bernie Sanders say imposing a wealth tax would help 
fund things like free college tuition and Medicare For All, while other candidates are 
skeptical. Guest: Ed McCaffrey, professor of law and economics at USC 
Press Play with Barbara Bogaev -- Aired Wednesday, Oct. 23, 2019 (8:08) 
 
Economics and housing 
Some of America’s upper middle class earn $200,000 to $300,000 per year and are still 
say they’re struggling to scrape by. In places like Los Angeles, New York, and San 
Francisco, quarter-million dollar budgets can be stretched thin.  
Press Play with Barbara Bogaev -- Aired Wednesday, Oct. 23, 2019 (7:51) 
 
Environment, wildfires and energy 
Guest Michael Wara is Senior Research Scholar at the Woods Institute for the 
Environment and Director of the Climate and Energy Policy Program at Stanford 
University. He talks about how Californians can prepare for wildfires and blackouts. 
Press Play with Barbara Bogaev -- Aired Thursday, Oct. 24, 2019 (6:34) 
 
Health care  
TIME Magazine health care reporter Kate Pickert had reported on the science of the 
disease, the treatments and statistics of breast cancer but she found her own 
understanding didn’t match up with her experience dealing with the disease at age 35. 
Those distinctions led her to her new book on breast cancer.   
Press Play with Barbara Bogaev -- Aired Thursday, Oct. 24, 2019 (16:43) 
   
Police and public safety 
George Gascon, former San Francisco District Attorney and current challenger to L.A. 
District Attorney Jackie Lacey, on why he should become LA’s top prosecutor.  
Press Play with Madeleine Brand -- Aired Tuesday, Oct. 29, 2019 (13:57) 
 
Housing and affordable housing, economics 
A small group of men made millions after the housing market collapsed in 2008 and 
now a new book focuses on their story and the story of the millions of Americans who 
lost their homes.  
Press Play with Madeleine Brand -- Aired Friday, Oct. 25, 2019 (14:48) 
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Wildfires, health care and politics  
Senator Kamala Harris’ home is under evacuation orders because of the Getty Fire. 
Harris has said she’ll do everything she can to get California the federal aid it needs. 
She also talks about health care and why she’s fallen behind other candidates. 
Press Play with Madeleine Brand -- Aired Wednesday, Oct. 30, 2019 (22:08) 
 
Environment and economy 
President Trump’s administration is considering adding Wi-Fi, allowing Amazon 
deliveries to campsites and bringing in food trucks to national parks with the goal of 
attracting young people.  
Press Play with Madeleine Brand -- Aired Monday, Nov. 4, 2019 (7:41) 
 
Housing and affordable housing 
Apple says it’ll spend $2.5 billion to help combat California’s growing housing crisis. 
Some critics say it’s not enough, or that maybe repairing the state’s housing crisis isn’t 
their real goal.  
Press Play with Madeleine Brand -- Aired Tuesday, Nov. 5, 2019 (8:46) 
 
Energy and economics 
In a letter sent to the California Public Utilities Commission, 22 California mayors argue 
that creating a co-op structure would make PG&E a more financially stable company, 
and doing so would regain the public’s trust. PG&E is state-regulated but privately 
owned. It’s now in bankruptcy proceedings.  
Press Play with Madeleine Brand -- Aired Wednesday, Nov. 6, 2019 (7:21) 
 
Wildfire, economics, public health and safety 
A year ago, the Camp Fire broke out in Paradise, Calif. Tens of thousands of people 
evacuated and many fled to Chico where they remain. The unprecedented influx is 
straining that city, even though the fire didn’t touch a single structure there.  
Press Play with Madeleine Brand -- Aired Wednesday, Nov. 6, 2019 (7:23) 
 
Police, public safety and labor 
In California, a cop who’s been convicted of a crime may be able to keep their job, as 
the state has one of the weakest systems in the country for punishing police officers 
who’ve committed crimes, such as drunk driving, pedophilia, and manslaughter. 
Press Play with Madeleine Brand -- Aired Tuesday, Nov. 12, 2019 (6:59) 
 
Public safety, health care, education 
San Diego State University has suspended all fraternities on campus after a student 
died who was pledging. The program looks at frat life, alcohol consumption, and why 
these deaths are happening with author John Hechinger. 
Press Play with Madeleine Brand -- Aired Tuesday, Nov. 12, 2019 (7:27) 
 
Housing, economy and environment 
The 30-year mortgage might be a casualty of global warming as rising sea levels, 
worsening drought and wildfires make the future of many homes uncertain. We learn 
what that means for the future of the economy from Harvard professor Jesse Keenan. 
Press Play with Madeleine Brand -- Aired Wednesday, Nov. 13, 2019 (8:00) 
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Environment, public safety and wildfire 
A wind-driven brush fire sparked in Santa Barbara on Monday afternoon and now 
thousands of people have been ordered to evacuate as the Cave Fire spreads. Fires 
are the norm in California now -- as well as Australia where they’ve developed a 
warning system, one that California might want to emulate.   
Press Play with Madeleine Brand -- Aired Tuesday, Nov. 26, 2019 (8:10) 
 
Environment  
Bees have been dying off in masses, and no one knows why. Bees are crucial to the 
food chain. Now there’s hope: a bee vaccine. The scientists who developed it say it 
could provide immunity against diseases that are killing some bees.  
Press Play with Madeleine Brand -- Aired Tuesday, Nov. 26, 2019 (8:25) 
 
Labor, traffic and transportation 
Airport officials say between last week and the beginning of December, more than 3 
million people will pass through LAX and it’ll be the first major test for the new rideshare 
pickup system. The goal was to curb the airport’s unruly traffic. Did it work? 
Press Play with Madeleine Brand -- Aired Tuesday, Nov. 26, 2019 (6:18) 
 
Environment, labor and public safety 
This year, Amazon Prime members are being promised free one-day delivery but that 
speed comes at a cost for the workers at Amazon warehouses, and for the people living 
near those warehouses. Serious injury rates are more than twice the national average 
for warehouse workers, according to the Center for Investigative. 
Press Play with Madeleine Brand -- Aired Wednesday, Nov. 27, 2019 (14:16) 
  
Affordable housing and homelessness 
The High Street homeless encampment in Oakland is a sprawling slum next to a Home 
Depot parking lot. A hundred or so people live without toilets, running water or 
electricity. Journalist Thomas Fuller, who spent three months documenting the 
conditions at this camp. 
Press Play with Madeleine Brand – Aired Tuesday, Dec. 17, 2019 (12:00) 
 
Environment and economy 
Waters off the California Coast are acidifying twice as fast as the global average, and 
humans are to blame according to a new study. Unhealthy ocean water off the west 
coast means some of the country’s most valuable fisheries are at risk. 
Press Play with Madeleine Brand – Aired Tuesday, Dec. 17, 2019 (12:00) 
 
 


